How to find us

Arrival by public transport
› Tram (VBZ) No. 17 to Förrlibuck (4 minutes’ walk to Technoparkstrasse, follow dashed lines across Escher Wyss site)*
› Tram (VBZ) No. 4, 13 or 17 to Escher Wyss Platz (8 minutes’ walk to Technoparkstrasse, follow dashed lines along Hardstrasse / Pfingstweidstrasse)*
› Tram (VBZ) No. 4 to Technopark (1 minutes’ walk to Technoparkstrasse, follow dashed lines)*
› Bus (VBZ) No. 33 to Schiffbau (4 minutes’ walk to Technoparkstrasse, follow dashed lines)*
› Bus (VBZ) No. 72 to Schiffbau (4 minutes’ walk to Technoparkstrasse, follow dashed lines)*
› Suburban train S3/S5/S6/S7/S9/S12/S15/S16 (all via Zurich main station), or various mainline trains via Zurich main station to Hardbrücke (then 8 minutes’ walk to Technoparkstrasse, follow dashed lines along Hardstrasse)*

* Frequency: between 6.00 am – 8.00 pm, every 7.5 min.

Arrival by car
Very few metered parking spaces in the TECHNOPARK® Zurich underground garage, more parking garages: P Pfingstweid and P West
› from St. Gallen / Flughafen: take Rosengartenstrasse, Escher-Wyss-Platz (bridge), Hardturmstrasse, Förrlibuckstrasse, Duttweilerstrasse (Toni-Areal / ZHdK), Pfingstweidstrasse (continuous line), Technoparkstrasse (dashed line)
› from Bern or Basle: take Pfingstweidstrasse (continuous line), Technoparkstrasse (dashed line)
› from Lucerne / Chur: over Hardbrücke bridge, take Geroldstrasse exit to Pfingstweidstrasse (continuous line), Technoparkstrasse (dashed line)
› from Zurich city: via Escher Wyss Platz, Hardstrasse or Hardturmstrasse (continuous line)
› from Hardturm «Park and Ride»: take tram (VBZ) No. 17 to Förrlibuckstrasse

Leaving TECHNOPARK® in the Pfingstweidstrasse direction:
to Bern / Basel
Leaving TECHNOPARK® in the Förrlibuckstrasse direction:
to St.Gallen / airport / Luzern / Chur and Zurich city